In this report/ "sea level" refers to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD of 1929)/ which is derived from a general adjustment of the first-order leveling networks of both the United States and Canada (formerly called "Sea-Level Datum of 1929").
INTRODUCTION
During the period 1984-87/ gravity measurements and associated data were collected in support of ground-water studies in several valleys in the carbonate-rock province of Nevada (as used by Thomas and others/ 1986) The purpose of the gravity surveys was to determine the basin geometry in terms of depths to bedrock/ and thus define the configuration of the unconsolidated aquifer. This report provides the gravity measurements and associated data in the four study areas the area in and around the city of Elko in northeast Nevada/ northern Steptoe Valley in eastern Nevada/ Coyote Spring Valley in southern Nevada/ and part of the western Sheep Range/ also in southern Nevada (plate 1). The geophysical studies were made in cooperation with several Federal/ State/ and local agencies/ as follows:
Northern Steptoe Valley Between August and October 1984/ 244 gravity measurements were made in northern Steptoe Valley in eastern Nevada (table 2; plate 1). These measurements were made primarily at road intersections and other landmarks shown on topographic maps. Altitudes were determined from marked locations on the maps or estimated from contours. Contour intervals on maps used for field locations are 20 or 30 feet depending on the map units resulting in accuracy of altitude estimates of about 10-15 feet.
All gravity measurements are referenced to a parent base station at the Ely airport (ACIC base no. 0390-0) using an observed gravity value of 979/479.91 mGal (Jablonsky/ 1974 Gravity measurements were referenced to a local base station in Coyote Spring Valley (plate 1) established for this study at a bench mark (latitude 36° 46' 3", longitude 114° 56' 26") . The observed gravity value at this local base is 976/601.67 mGal and was established from measurements at the Indian Springs/ Nev./ network base (ACIC 4027-1) having an observed gravity value of 979/541.16 mGal (Jablonsky/ 1974) .
The measurements were taken at road intersections and section corners where locations and altitude could be made within one-half the contour interval (± 10 feet). Altitudes of approximately 40 stations were surveyed to acquire precise locations and altitudes near three deep carbonate wells CE-DT-4/ CE-DT-5/ and CE-DT-6 (table 3; plate 1).
In the area adjacent to well CE-DT-6/ 23 gravity stations were established. In table 3/ stations listed with prefixes A/ B/ C/ or D are on four perpendicular lines that radiate outward from the well. Station BASE is approximately 500 feet from the well on a limestone outcrop. Station 0-0 is within CE-DT-6 pump house.
Western Sheep Range
Between 1985 and 1987/ gravity measurements were made at 54 locations within and to the west of the Sheep Range (table 4; plate 1). The general area is 30 miles north of Las Vegas within the Desert National Wildlife Range. The stations were spaced along roads using an electronic odometer in the field vehicle. The stated accuracy of the odometer equipment is 1 to 3 feet per mile. Distances were frequently checked against known distances in the field. Where possible/ stations were located at landmarks such as section corners/ road intersections/ and bench marks whose altitude estimations were one-half the contour interval (± 10 feet). Altitudes at some stations were made with an electronic barometer with ± 5 feet accuracy.
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